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6. Abstract (300 words): Urban sustainability faces challenges to improve the physical environment. Each level of analysis, from territorial to edification levels, requires different conceptual analysis. It has been developed numerous indicator systems, knowing the urban sustainability levels, in each case. Neighborhoods, however, have a diffuse physical delimitation and social definition. It is defined between the city and the building dimension.
We present a research on Andalusia Region neighborhoods, attending the obsolescence and quality of life values. The main objective is to facilitate the implementation of urban renewal actions optimized for each case of study. To do this, we have designed a tool adapted to the neighborhood level, using a set of indicators and attributes organized into seven thematic and three types of data sources. The neighborhoods have been grouped into taxonomies system based in the similar organization of its attributes. Evaluation is made with relational mapping using Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), obtaining shared features about urban sustainability.

The methodology presents a holistic approach, allowing the profiling of urban realities and keeping the identity of each neighborhood. We can conclude that there is not universal urban sustainability pattern, but each of those urban profiles has associated its own model, defined by a set of relevant attributes, delimited by its own thresholds.
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